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Aurora Fires are securely connected in the roof space on a stainless steel ceiling
bracket which is custom made to fit the pitch of the customer’s ceiling.
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A stainless steel ball bearing system connects the firebox to the lower flue, enabling
the fire to be rotated around 360°. This unique feature allows the fire to be easily
directed
face anyand
partorders
of thecall
room.
For alltoenquiries
+61 (0) 266 868 408 or email: admin@aurorasuspendedfires.com
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fireplaces, available as wood burning,
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bioethanol or a wood/bioethanol hybrid and come in a range of sleek finishes.
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bioethanol or a wood/bioethanol hybrid and come in a range of sleek finishes.
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WOOD FIRES

BIOETHANOL

The Aether & Hearth

Inclusions

Speciﬁcations

Wood ﬁre grate
Ash removal tray
Lower ﬂue to ﬁt a ceiling of 2.7m
Spark guard

360° rotation

Firebox ﬁnished in ﬂat black high temperature paint

Suitable for indoors or outdoors

The Aether & Hearth
ECO SMART XS340

The Aether
ECO SMART XL500

Pizza oven functionality

Additional Extras

900 diameter
Heat output (wood) : Aether 8.2KW, Hearth 7.2KW
Certiﬁed to US standards:
UL 737-2011(R20150) & ULC-S627-00

Additional ﬂue per/30cm
Flat suspension plate
Angled suspension plate
Finishing plate ﬂat ceiling
Finishing plate pitched ceiling
Rotation system
Outdoor paint
White paint
Fire guard

Speciﬁcations
360° rotation
Suitable for indoors or outdoors
900 diameter
Certiﬁed to US standards:
UL 737-2011(R20150) & ULC-S627-00

Inclusions
Firebox ﬁnished in ﬂat black high temperature paint
Bio-ethanol grate
Lower ﬂue to ﬁt a ceiling of 2.7m
Flue cap
Eco-smart Bio-ethanol burner

Additional Extras
Additional ﬂue per/30cm
Flat suspension plate
Angled suspension plate
Finishing plate ﬂat ceiling
Finishing plate pitched ceiling
Rotation system
Outdoor paint
White paint
Fire guard

HOW DOES IT WORK?

THE AETHER
Versatile, functional art, combined with
the contemporary style of the ﬁreplace.
The Aether suspended ﬁreplace is available
as wood burning, hybrid or bioethanol fuel.

Dimensions, Weights & Speciﬁcations
Firebox diameter
Firebox weight
Flue diameter
Flue weight
Standard bracket weight
Grate weight
Finished in heat resistant paint to

900mm
55kg
165mm
12kg/m
23kg
22kg
600oC

The Aether or the Hearth are ﬁtted with either
a XS340 EcoSmart grate insert & stainless steel
burner or an EcoSmart XL500 burner which both
use bioethanol fuel. The burner comes ﬁtted with
a grate designed for our ﬁreboxes.

HYBRID FIRES
BIOETHANOL/WOOD

The Aether & Hearth
ECO SMART XS340

The Aether
ECO SMART XL500

Speciﬁcations

THE HEARTH
Oﬀers a modern expression of beauty
and simplicity.
The Hearth suspended ﬁreplace is available
as wood burning, hybrid or bioethanol fuel.
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Firebox diameter
Firebox weight
Flue diameter
Flue weight
Standard bracket weight
Grate weight
Finished in heat resistant paint to

900mm
55kg
165mm
12kg/m
23kg
12kg
600oC

Firebox ﬁnished in ﬂat black high temperature paint
Wood grate
Bio-ethanol grate
Lower ﬂue to ﬁt a ceiling of 2.7m
Eco-smart Bio-ethanol burner
Spark guard

Additional Extras

360° rotation
Dimensions, Weights & Speciﬁcations

Inclusions

Suitable for indoors or outdoors
Pizza oven functionality
900 diameter
Heat output (wood) : Aether 8.2KW, Hearth 7.2KW
Certiﬁed to US standards:
UL 737-2011(R20150) & ULC-S627-00

The ﬂue terminates in your ceiling with the
suspension bracket. As bioethanol gives oﬀ
nothing but water vapours there is no need for
an external ﬂue. The ﬂue is therefore capped
inside the suspension bracket so there is no heat
transference into the roof space.

Additional ﬂue per/30cm
Flat suspension plate
Angled suspension plate
Finishing plate ﬂat ceiling
Finishing plate pitched ceiling
Rotation system
Outdoor paint
White paint
Fire guard
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Spark guard

Fire guard

(included with each wood ﬁreplace purchase)

(additional purchase)

Aether and Hearth spark guards
Removable heat proof handles
Colour matched to your ﬁre

Three hinged panels
Folds away ﬂat for easy storage
Colour matched to the ﬁre

Models tested and approved to certiﬁed US standards: UL 737-2011(R20150) & ULC-S627-00
When you purchase an Aurora Fireplace quality is assured. Full warranty terms & conditions on website.
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